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1. Introduction. This paper is a study of the constrained inverse oí an

arbitrary matrix G. The notion of a constrained inverse was suggested by

electrical network theory. Conversely the results of this paper give an ab-

stract foundation for the algebraic part of network theory.

In the analysis of many electrical and mechanical systems a matrix G

appears as a "metric" in a quadratic form

i. ê = ÎÊg,«.i    i
The matrix elements G,y and the coordinates v{ have a direct physical inter-

pretation. E is related to energy or power. The state of the system is de-

termined by a variational principle involving E. If the variations övi are arbi-

trary, then it is clear that G and its inverse would play a fundamental role.

However, it often happens that the coordinates are subject to n — m homo-

geneous linear constraints. The usual procedure, in this case, is to express

the Vi in terms of a set of unconstrained coordinates g¿. Hence

m     m

IL E = Z Z^<yÇi?y-
i    i

In this formulation the matrix A would replace G in importance. For a single

problem in which the Gi¡ have fixed numerical values there is an advantage

to this method in that fewer variables are involved. It is the method almost

always employed in numerical analysis. There is a great deal of arbitrariness

in the choice of the coordinates g,-. Thus the matrix elements A,j are not in-

variants. Moreover they do not have such a direct physical interpretation as

do the Gij. The concern here is with algebraic relations and not with numerical

analysis. It is clear, therefore, that the basic relations should involve the Ga

and not the A y.

To restore G to its position of importance we return to the formulation I.

Let V be the subspace to which the coordinates are constrained. The dis-

criminant D is defined as the determinant of G relative to V. It is a homo-

geneous multilinear function of the (?</. The constrained inverse T of G is an
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n by n matrix such that íisa transformation into V and TG is the identity

in V. The constrained inverse has many properties analogous to those of the

ordinary inverse. For example G has a constrained inverse if and only if

Ü9*0. The variational problem is completely solved by T.

If G' is another matrix, complementary expressions are defined relative to

the subspace V which is the orthogonal complement of V. Interesting rela-

tionships exist if G' =G_1. This concept of complementarity throws new light

on the physical applications.

Of particular significance is the case that G is a diagonal matrix. Let the

diagonal elements be gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , g„. Let i/' = log D, ^i = df/dgit and \pa

= d2Tp/dgídgj. Then —\pij is the square of a rational function. This generalizes

a result of Richard Cohn. Conversely any homogeneous multilinear function

which satisfies this perfect square condition is, within a constant factor, the

discriminant of a diagonal matrix. From the viewpoint of pure mathematics

this is the most interesting result of this paper. All of the derivatives of \p

are expressible in terms of the matrix elements of T. Thus \pi = Tu and

The theory developed here has a close relationship with the work of

G. A. Campbell, G. Kron, and Richard Cohn. Campbell [2](2) is concerned

with the use of the discriminant and the variational method. Kron [7; 8]

is concerned with the notion of invariance and general matrix methods.

Through correspondence with H. W. Becker we learned of Cohn's observa-

tion that the derivative of the joint resistance of a network with respect to

the resistance of any branch is a perfect square. A converse to this theorem

is described above. Independently Cohn [3] also obtained a converse. Our

results and his do not overlap; taken together they give an interesting char-

acterization of network functions.

2. The constrained inverse of a matrix. Let U be a real vector space of n

dimensions with a fixed coordinate system. Then a sequence of real numbers

«i, u2, - - ■ , m„ may be regarded as a vector u oí U. Let (u, v) designate

Z" Ufli- If (u> v) =0, then the vectors u and v are said to be orthogonal.

Let V and V be orthogonal complementary subspaces of U. If V has

dimension m and V has dimension m' then m-r-m' =n. An arbitrary vector

u has a unique decomposition in the form

(1) m = v + v';       v G V,    v' G V.

Let Pu = v and P'u=v'; then P and P' are the well known perpendicular

projection transformations of U into V and V respectively. It follows from

(1) that

(2) P = P2 = P,       PP' = P'P = 0,       P+ P' = I.

Thus P may be regarded as a real symmetric matrix whose square is itself.

(2) Numbers in brackets denote references cited at the end of the paper.
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A sequence of complex numbers Ui, ■ ■ ■ , un may be termed a complex

vector. We say that a complex vector is in V if its real and imaginary parts

are in V. In terms of this convention it is clear that (1) is still valid.

Definitions :

(a) G, an arbitrary complex n by n matrix.

(b) Z> = det (GP-\-P'), the discriminant of G in V.

(c) T = P(GP+P')~1, the constrained inverse of G.

(à) ^ = log D, the potential of T.

If G has an inverse, let it be denoted by G'. Then complementary expressions

are defined as: £>'=det (G'P'+P), T'=P'(G'P'+P)-\ i/^log D'.

Theorem 1. Let h be an arbitrary vector. Then if D9*0, the relation

(3) Gv + v' = h; iGF.j'G V,

has the unique solution

(4) v = Th,

(5) v' = (/ -GT)h.

If D = 0, there is an h such that (3) has no solution.

Proof. Define X = iGP+P') and Y*-X~}. Write u = v+v'; then (3) may

be written in the form Xu = h. Thus u—Yh and v=PYh = Th and v' = P'Yh

= iX — GP) Yh — iI—GT)h. The last statement of the theorem is now obvious

because, if 0=0, then X is singular.

The fundamental equation of network theory is

(6) Gv + v' =Ge+ e'

where e and e' are arbitrary vectors. By Theorem 1 the solution is

(7) v = TGe + Te',

(8) v' = (7 - GT)e' + (G - GTG)e.

Theorem 2. If D9*0, P = TGP = PGT and T = PT=TP.

Proof. From (c), P£= T. Multiply TiGP+P') =P on the right by P so

TGP = P. Hence TP'= 0 and TP=T. Multiply (5) by P so iP-PGT)h = 0
or P = PGT.

Theorem 3. If D9*0, df/dGn=Tji and dTab/dGn = — TaiTjh.

Proof. This theorem is well known if T were the true inverse of G. Let

a dagger denote partial differentiation with respect to the matrix element G,¡.

Then TX = P so T\X+TX\=0 or rt= -TX\Y. But X\=G\P so

(9) Jf = - TG\T.

Again ^f= Zr Z»id<l>/dXr.)Xi, = Zr Z« FsrXÎ, = trace XfF. Substituting
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X] = G\P gives

(10) ^f = trace GtP.

Clearly (9) and (10) are equivalent to Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. If D9*0 and det G 9*0, then D' = D/det G and T' = G-GTG.

Proof. D =det iGP+P') =det GiP+G'P') = (det G)D'. Multiply equation
(6) on the left by G' so

(11) GV + v = G'e' + e.

Hence by the complement of (7), v' = T'G'e'+T'e. Comparing this with (8)

completes the proof because e is arbitrary.

Theorem 5. If D9*0 and G is symmetric, then:

(a) T is symmetric.

(b) dhp/dGiJGj^-iTij)2.
(c) The quadratic form Q = (1/2) (G(z/ — e), v — e) — (e', v),v(EzV, has a unique

stationary value when v = TGe + Te'.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2, iPG+P')T = P; hence T\GP+P') =P, so if

G = G, then T = PiGP+P')-1=T. (b) By Theorem 3, ¿ty/dG,» = T,,- and
dTu/dGjj= —TijTji. (c) Clearly §Q = (G(z/ — e) — e', hv) where the variation hv

may be an arbitrary vector of V. Choose ôv real. Hence if 8Q = 0, it follows

that Giv — e)—e' is a vector of V. But this is precisely equation (6).

Theorem 6. If R.P. (Gm, u)>0 for arbitrary U9*0, then Ü9*0 and R.P.

iTu, m) ̂ 0 aw¿ R.P. TutO.

Proof. Here R.P. means "real part" and ü means the complex conjugate of

m. Suppose that Gv+v'= 0. Then iGv, v)=0; hence v = 0 and »' = 0. Thus

GP+P' is not singular so D9*0. Let u = v+v' and let s = iTu, ü) = iTv, v).

If Tv = vi, then PGi>i = i>, so 5 = (î>i, PGzii) = (Gz¡i, Di). Hence R.P. j^0. The

last part of the theorem is obtained by taking u to have only one component.

Let iC+C) be an n by n matrix whose first m columns C are real inde-

pendent vectors of V and whose last n — m columns C are real independent

vectors of V. Likewise let iK+K') be an » by « matrix whose first m rows

K are real independent vectors of V and whose last n — m rows K' are real

independent vectors of V. By independence

(12) det (C + C') 9* 0,       det iK + K') 9* 0.

By orthogonality

(13) KC' = 0,       K'C = 0.

Let q represent a vector whose last n — m components vanish. Then any vector

sGF may be written
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(14) v - Cq.

Thus C might be termed "a rectangular projection into V."

Let A =KGC and A0 = KC be regarded as m by m matrices.

Theorem 7. If m>0, then D = det A/det A* and if D 9*0, then T=CA~1K.

Proof. Let Z = (ä: + ä:')(GP + P')(C+ C) = (ÜT + JCOÍGC+C) =ä:gc
+if'C'-rí:'GC = i-rio +K'GC. U0<m<n, Z has the form

A        0
Z =

tf'GC    ¿Í

Thus det Z = det^ det A¿. For G = / this gives det (X+X') det (C+C)

= det Ao det .4¿. By (12) the left side is not zero so det Ao9*0. Hence D

= det Z/det iK+K') det (C+C) =det 4/det ¿o.

Equation (3) may be written by use of (14) in the form GCq+v' = h. Thus

KGCq = Kh, q = A~1Kh and v = CA~1Kh. Hence by Theorem 1 it follows that
T^CA-iR.

Theorem 8. D is a homogeneous multilinear form of degree m as a function

of the matrix elements G a of G. The coefficients of terms containing only diagonal

elements Gu are positive.

Proof. It may be supposed that 0<m<n. The matrix elements of A are

Ar, = Z¿ Zy KnGijCj, and are homogeneous and linear in the Gi}-. Thus det A

is homogeneous and of degree m in the G,y.

Let the various m by m minors of the rectangular matrix K be denoted by

Ka, a = l, 2, - - ■ , p, where p=n\/m\im — n)\. The minors of C are ordered

in a corresponding way. Let Gab be the m by m minor of G which "meshes"

with Ka on the left and Cb on the right.

Consider some particular nonvanishing term of det A. The m factors G,-y

of this term lie in no more than m rows and in no more than m columns of G.

Thus all the factors appear in some minor, say Gah. Let all the other matrix

elements of G vanish. In this case A =KaGahCb and det A =det Gab det Ka

det Cb. Thus det Gab9*0 so the m factors all lie in different rows and in dif-

ferent columns of Gab. It follows that these factors uniquely determine the

minor Gai. Thus the terms can be grouped according to minors of G. In other

words

(15) det A = Z Z det G<* det Ka det C».
a       b

Clearly det A is multilinear in the G.-y.

The terms containing only diagonal elements of G must arise from the

diagonal of a minor of the form Gaa. Choose K = C so the coefficient of this

term is (det G°)2^0. In this case det A0= Z* (det O)2 = 0. Making use of

Theorem 7 completes the proof.
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3. The discriminant of a diagonal matrix. If G is a diagonal matrix, let

the diagonal element G,¿ be denoted by gf. Then according to Theorem 8 the

discriminant D(gi, - - - , gn) is a homogeneous multilinear form with positive

coefficients. The necessity part of the following theorem is given by Theorem

5b because D(l, 1, • • • , 1) = 1.

Theorem 9. Let f be a homogeneous multilinear form as a function of the

variables gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ , gn which does not vanish identically and is such that

d2 log /
——■-—■ = - iSij)2, i, j = 1, • • • , n,

dgidg,-

where Sy is a real rational function. Then this condition is both necessary and

sufficient that figi, g2, - - - , g„)//(l, 1, ■ ■ -, 1) be a discriminant of the n by n

diagonal matrix G.

Proof. Let ^ = log / and let the derivatives of "i7, /, and St¡ with respect

to gk be denoted by ^k, ft, and Sijk. In the neighborhood of any point, / does

not vanish identically. Thus given an e> 0 there is a point g, = a,-, i= 1, • • • , n,

where/ does not vanish and 0<a¿<6. It may be supposed that/ is positive

at this point; otherwise / could be multiplied by a suitable constant without

changing the nature of the problem. Clearly ^ =/,-// is a homogeneous func-

tion of degree — 1. Hence by Euler's theorem

(16) *. - - ¿ *<,gj = Z iSijYgi-
1 1

Thus/,//èO and it follows that if 6,-^a¿, then/(&) è/(a) >0. Hence/>0 if

all g;>0 because e is arbitrary. In what follows it is assumed that all g¿>0.

Clearly

(17) *,-;•  =   (//.V  - fifi)/f2  =   -   iSii)2.

Let q = Sijf; then

(18) q2 = fifi - ff a,

(19) 2qqk = /;/,-* + /,/,-* - /*/,-,- - ffijk.

The right side of (18) is a polynomial of the second degree at most as a func-

tion of gk. Hence q, being rational, must be a linear function of gk. Divide

both sides of (18) by g\ and let gk—><*> ; this gives

2

(20) qk = fikfjk - fkfijk.

Since Sijk = (jqk-fkq)/P, then

(21) <fSurf = fql - 2ffkqqk + flq\

Substituting (18), (19), and (20) in (21) gives
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i/Siik)2 = iffikfik - ffkfuk) + i-ffkfifik - ffkfifik + fflfu + ffkfuk)

+ ififi/k - fflfii)
2 2

= / fikfik — ffkfjfik — ffkfifik + fififk

=  iffik-fifk)iffik-fifk).

This proves that

(22) iàSii/dg*)* = iSihSjk)2.

We now make use of the following:

Lemma. A polynomial figi, g2, • • ■ , gr) which is of the first degree in each

variable is irreducible if and only if id2/dgtdg¡) log / does not vanish identically

for i,j=D 2, • ■ ■ , r.

Proof. Suppose that/is reducible; then f = hk where h is of the first degree

in gi and k is of the first degree in gj for some ir*j. Thus fifj—ffa= ihik)ihkj)

-ihk)ihiki)=0.

Conversely suppose fifj—ffa — 0. If fa=0, then /,/3 = 0. Thus /j = 0 or
/y = 0 which is impossible. So/=/'if)/f\¡. By the unique factorization theorem

fa —Pipi where /,-/£,- and f¡/pj are polynomials. But pi and p¡ are of degree 0

in gi and gy; hence /,//>,- is of degree 1 in g¡ and f¡/p¡ is of degree 1 in g,- and

f=ifi/Pi)ifi/Pi) is reducible. Note that/,-y = 0 if i=j.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 9, suppose that / is expressed as a

product of irreducible factors. Then this separates the variables into disjoint

classes corresponding to the various factors and possibly a remainder class

consisting of the variables which do not appear in /. Consider the variables

which appear in the first factor. Then from (22)

(23) Sijk — — oijicSikSjk

where 5,-yi = +1 or —1. By virtue of the lemma, 5« and Sjk do not vanish

identically; hence Sijk does not vanish identically. Thus ô,-y* is actually de-

fined by (23) and is not indeterminate. But ^,7= — (5,;)2, so

(24) ¥«i = 25íjfrSi>S',frS,JÍ;.

It may be supposed that Síj = Sjí; moreover, the left side of (24) is symmetric

in i, j, and k so bi¡k = bjik = 5^,-, etc. Note that it has not been assumed that

*', j, and k are necessarily distinct. Thus 5,-,-y and 5íi¿ are defined.

Differentiating (23) with respect to gh gives

(25) Snick = SkhiôhSjSiiJSjk + ShSiSikSjh).

Here bh = ôijk, èi = ôjkh, etc. But Sijkh = Sijhh so that

0 = SkhliôhSj — ôk5i)Sih$jk + iÔhôi — 5kôj)SikSjh].
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In this expression permute * with h and j with k so that

0 = Sj,-[(5ib8í — S/,ôj)SihSjk + idhSi — SkSj)SjhSik].

Multiply the first expression by Su and the second by Skh and add. This gives

0 = i5h8i—dkoj)SjiSkhSikSß. By the lemma it follows that (5Ao¿ — ôkàj) =0 or

(26) ôijk = Sijhàjichôicik.

Choose some variable of the first factor to have a special significance, say gh.

Then define ^7 = 5,77,5,7. By virtue of (26) relation (23) may be written as

(27) dTa/dgk = - TikTjk.

The same process is carried out for the second factor, etc. Then relation

(27) holds in general because if i and k or j and k are in different classes, the

right side of (27) vanishes identically.

From (17) it is seen that Ta is homogeneous of degree —1 so by Euler's

theorem

n n

(28) Ta = - Z gkdTii/dgk = Z gkTikTjk.
1 1

If all g* = l, let Tij = Pij. This defines a real symmetric matrix P such that

P2 = P. Thus P is a perpendicular projection matrix of U into a subspace V.

If we compare (28) and (16) it follows that ¥,= Tu- Thus for all g» = l:^,

= Pu, ^a= —iPij)2, ^ijk = 2PijP¡kPki, etc. Thus all derivatives of ^ are ex-

pressible in terms of P.

LetD=det iGP+P'), T = PiGP+P')-\ and ^ = \ogD. For g4 = l, G = /
so that D = \ and T = P. By Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 it follows that at

this point all the derivatives of ip are expressed in terms of P by the same

formulae as for ty. Thus all derivatives of ^—\p vanish at this point. By

Taylor's theorem^ — \j/ = constant so D=figi, ■ ■ ■ , g„)//(l, • • • , 1).

Theorem 10. A diagonal matrix has the same discriminant in two different

subspaces if and only if one subspace is a reflection of the other.

Proof. A reflection of U is defined by a diagonal matrix R with diagonal

elements +1 or — 1. Thus R2 = I. Clearly Pr = RPR is the perpendicular

projection matrix corresponding to the subspace Vr, the reflection of V.

Let Dr be the discriminant of G in Vr. Since G and R are both diagonal, GR

= PG; thus Dr = det iGRPR +RP'R) = det RiGP+P')R = D.
Suppose now that two subspaces V and V+ have the same D. Then

—^,7=(P,7)2 = (Py)2 so Ty =5íjTíj; 5,7= +1. As in the proof of Theorem 9

let D be expressed as a product of irreducible factors. Thus if g,-, g¡, and g«

appear in a single factor, dTa/dgh= —TaTji, and the right side does not

vanish identically. The same relation holds for Tfi so comparison gives 5,y =
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Oihàjh. Let the variable gh have special significance and define o¿ = 5,-». Hence

(29) T% = tiTifa,

The same process is carried out for the other factors. Then (29) holds in

general because if i and/ refer to different factors, Tn = 0. When all g,= l,

then T and T+ become the [perpendicular projection matrices P and P+.

But (29) is precisely the condition that P+ be a reflection of P.

The following four properties of T are stated without proof: Let

i, j, • ■ • , h be distinct and let JV'"k be that symmetric minor of T which

contains the diagonal elements Tu, T¡j, ■ ■ ■ , Thh- Then

(30) det V*•■•* = Da...h/D.

Let S*'"'» be defined as T1'-"» with its diagonal elements removed. Then if

the set *', j, - - - , h has at least two members,

(31) det5""*-*«..*

The diagonal elements of T may be regarded as independent variables. Thus

(32) ty/dTu = - gi.

Suppose that Z>¿ contains the term argrigri • ■ ■ gr„ and that D¡ contains the

term brgrigr2 ■ ■ • grm- Then

(33) TU = D-'Z   ±   («A)1/2gr,gr2 •  • •  grm.
r

The signs of the terms are chosen so as to satisfy (17).

4. Physical interpretations of the symbolism. First consider an example

from static mechanics. An elastic shaft with torsional rigidity constant g,->0

is held fixed at one end at the angle e¿. If the other end is twisted to the angle

v,, then clearly the elastic potential energy is (l/2)g,(t>,— e,-)2.

Consider a system of n such shafts whose free ends are connected by a

chain of gears. This gives rise to linear constraints on the angles z»,-. The gear

chain can employ differential gear boxes to perform the operations of addition

and subtraction. Thus any constraint of the form Z" c¡Vi = 0 can be en-

forced. The magnitudes of the constants ci are determined by suitable gear

ratios. Hence v can be made orthogonal to an arbitrary set of vectors. This

implies that the constraint subspace V is arbitrary.

A string is wound around each shaft and attached to a weight giving rise

to a constant torque e\. The total potential energy of the system of shafts

and weights is

(34) Q = (1/2) Z giivi - ei? - ¿ m-
i i
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The potential energy is a function of the coordinates, so by a general prin-

ciple of static mechanics equilibrium is attained when Q is stationary. Thus

by Theorem 5 the equilibrium position is given by v = TGe + Te'. Since g,->0,

it is clear from Theorem 6 that D9*0. If v[ is the torque exerted by the shaft

on the constraint mechanism, then the equations of equilibrium are of the

form (6). It follows that v'<= V and v' = T'G'e' + T'e.

Somewhat less obvious examples occur in dynamic mechanics. Consider

a system of r particles subject to a holonomic constraint. The vt are inter-

preted as the velocity components of the particles relative to a rectangular

coordinate system (x, y, z). Thus n = 3r. The g¿ are interpreted as the masses

of the particles and we pretend that the mass in the x, y, z directions are

different. Thus E is twice the kinetic energy of the particles. It is not neces-

sary that the constraint be linear as only its differential form enters the prob-

lem. It turns out that the matrix T gives the effective inverse masses under

impulsive forces.

Now consider an electrical interpretation. An electrical network may be

described as a set of n two-terminal "branches" arbitrarily interconnected at

their terminal points. A point where one or more terminals meet is called a

junction. A direction is arbitrarily assigned to each branch. Relative to this

direction let vt be the voltage across the itb branch and let »/ be the current in

amperes flowing through the i'th branch. Kirchhoff's first law states that the

net current entering a junction point vanishes. Obviously the vectors v'

which satisfy Kirchhoff's first law form a subspace V of U. A current flow

of unit strength around a simple closed circuit satisfies the first law. Let

the corresponding vector be designated as w'. Given a v'9*0 it is clear that

there is a w' and a constant c such that the vector v' — cw' has fewer non-

vanishing components than v'. Hence a set of w' will serve as a basis for V.

Kirchhoff's second law states that the sum of the voltages directed around

any simple closed circuit vanishes. In vector language v satisfies the second

law if and only if (i>, w')=0 for every w' [9]. It follows by addition that

iv, v') =0. Thus Kirchhoff's laws define orthogonal complementary subspaces

Fand V.

The diagonal discriminant Digi, • ■ • , g») of a connected network is

given by the following well known rule: The coefficients of the terms of D

are all equal. Each term is obtained by forming the product of those g, which

form a tree of the network. This rule may be proved by noting that in a suit-

able coordinate system det A is a Sylvester unisignant determinant [4]. By

Theorem 4

(35) D'igi   , g2   ,  ■ ■  ■   , gn)   = Digi, g2,---, gn)/glg2 • •  •  gn.

Thus the coefficients of D' are all equal and the terms are the products of

"tree complements" [6].

These Kirchhoffian subspaces are not arbitrary subspaces because of the
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remarkable property that all of the coefficients of a diagonal discriminant

are equal. In another paper the writers will investigate subspaces with this

property.

For theoretical reasons it is sometimes desirable to introduce additional

non-Kirchhoffian constraints. This may be accomplished by the use of ideal

transformers (transformers with cores of infinite permeability). It is then

possible to achieve an arbitrary constraint.

Each branch of the network is regarded as having a series voltage gen-

erator of voltage e, and a parallel current generator of amperage e\. For a

direct current network in which the branches obey Ohm's law,

(36) giivi - ei) + iv'i - e'i) = 0.

Here g,->0 is the conductivity of the branch. For alternating current net-

works without mutual coupling, (36) is again valid with g, a complex number

called the branch admittance. The branch impedance is g,"1. The solution of

(36) is given by (7) and (8). T may be termed the transpedance matrix and

T' may be termed the transmittance matrix.

Networks with mutual coupling introduced by transformers may be

treated by employing a symmetric G' matrix in a well known way [5]. How-

ever, a transformer may be given an equivalent circuit consisting of an

ideal transformer and two (or three) inductors. In this way it is possible to

include networks with transformers under the theory of diagonal G matrices.

Of course the constraint is then non-Kirchhoffian. Electron tubes give rise

to unsymmetric G matrices.

The relationships brought out by Theorem 6 are of fundamental im-

portance in the synthesis of a network having a prescribed behavior as a

function of frequency [l].
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